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This article explores alternative ways that legal and normative frameworks can be used to uphold the rights of those who are displaced internally or across borders in the context of anthropogenic climate change. In particular, we argue that more efforts should be focused on developing soft law rather than trying to fit those displaced because of the effects of climate change into existing legal frameworks. The present hard law system governing the movement of people is not equipped to handle the complexities of population movements resulting from the effects of climate change, and an adequate transformation of these often static legal regimes is improbable. By contrast, soft law offers a number of advantages particularly well suited to the characteristics of those who move because of the effects of climate change and who currently fall into the gaps between protection frameworks. On the downside, soft law norms are not binding and the multiplicity of such initiatives may contribute to a fragmentation of protection systems, resources and attention. Therefore, the present article concludes by arguing for a two-track approach in which both soft and hard law contributes to the protection of those displaced in the context of climate change. On the one hand, in order to address some of the current protection gaps, existing, emergent and new soft law needs to be used and implemented more thoroughly. At the same time, ways forward also include encouraging the more effective and dynamic implementation of hard law, especially through regionalization, complementary protection and the deployment of some features of emerging climate change regimes.
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1 INTRODUCTION: PROTECTING PEOPLE DISPLACED IN THE CONTEXT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

This article explores alternative ways that legal and normative frameworks can be used to uphold the rights of those who are displaced internally or across borders in the context of anthropogenic climate change.1 In particular, we argue that more efforts should be focused on developing soft law rather than trying to fit those displaced because of the effects of climate change into existing legal frameworks. The present

* The authors wish to thank the peer reviewers for their valuable input.

1. This paper recognizes that displacement is only one aspect of mobility influenced by the effects of climate change, recognizing that it is likely that many people will move in anticipation of the effects of climate change through existing migration pathways. For climate-change-induced
hard law system governing the movement of people is not equipped to handle the complexities of population movements in the context of climate change, and it is improbable that these often static legal regimes can be adequately transformed. In contrast, we argue that soft law offers a number of advantages particularly well suited to the characteristics of those who move because of the effects of climate change, especially if complemented by some of the more potent aspects of hard law.

This article begins by considering the assumptions on which we base our arguments. It then turns to analysis of the relative advantages and limitations of soft law and examines a number of initiatives which are already breaking new conceptual ground. Finally, the article examines possibilities to complement these soft law initiatives through hard law in a ‘multi-track approach’ to protect those displaced because of the effects of climate change. Before turning to these arguments, we briefly explain the particularly vexing problem of terminology.

There is agreement over the fact that people will move because of the effects of climate change (and there is a growing body of evidence that people are, in fact, moving now). There is, however, no agreement on which terms and legal categorizations are adequate for this group of people. The term ‘climate refugees’ is still widely used by the media and advocacy organizations, yet does not apply, as discussed below. Others have suggested ‘environmental migrants’ or ‘climate-displaced persons’, but both of these are problematic because of the way in which climate – and environmental factors generally – interact with other factors in individual decisions to move. As Mayer argues, making the case that climate change causes human displacement requires evidence of two causal relationships: first, a link between climate change and a particular environmental phenomenon, and second, between the environmental phenomenon and the decision of an individual to move. To call all those who are displaced or who move in anticipation of sudden-onset disasters ‘climate displaced’ is misleading, even though protection challenges may be similar to those in the case of displacements resulting from a range of other causes. And the situation is even more complex in the case of slow-onset consequences of climate change where environmental factors interact with economic, social, family, cultural and other factors (including opportunities and risks of moving) leading to decisions to move.

The system of international law governing the cross-border movement of people is largely based on the reasons for such movements. When people move because they are forced to do so due to persecution or conflict, they may be considered to be

mobility writ large, it should be noted that international migration law provides a framework, including both treaty obligations under international human rights law and soft law initiatives encompassing dozens of regional processes and agreements.


refugees and protected by international refugee law, as well as by various regional and other instruments.\(^6\) Climate-related displacement, however, is not covered by the definitions of the current refugee protection instruments.\(^5\) The Geneva definition has both a geographic and a causal component – it only applies to cross-border movement and to those with a well-founded fear of persecution on the basis of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, and who no longer enjoy the protection of their governments. In the context of climate change, refugee law may thus only be applicable in very limited instances when disasters create conflict, persecution, or a breakdown of public order. While some authors have argued that the definition of ‘refugee’ should be extended to include new types of ‘survival migration’,\(^8\) such as climate or environmental ‘refugees’,\(^9\) most experts in international law reject this avenue due to the conceptual, legal and practical challenges of enforcing such extensions.\(^10\) Expanding the scope of the present refugee definition to encompass a large new group of beneficiaries seems neither feasible nor desirable;\(^11\) such expansion could potentially further limit admission and reception policies for those qualifying under the current regime and lead to even more restrictive interpretations in the future, a concern also expressed by the UNHCR Executive Committee.\(^12\) That said, hard law does offer some opportunities to improve protection prospects as

6. The Organization of African Unity adopted the legally binding Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa in 1969; Latin American governments adopted the unbinding Cartagena Declaration in 1984, which is applied by most of them in practice (UNHCR, Refugee Protection: A Guide to International Refugee Law (Handbook for parliamentarians no. 2, 2001, Inter-Parliamentary Union; Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 2001)); and several regional human rights regimes include rights related to asylum. Non-Refoulement is prohibited explicitly or through interpretation by the Convention against Torture (Article 3) and various other instruments, and has become part of customary international law (ibid).


11. Stretching the refugee definition is problematic since climate threats do not fall into any of the five convention grounds. They are neither persecutory in nature nor executed by governments of the countries of origin. Most climate-change-related mobility is predicted to be internal, thus failing to satisfy the cross-border criterion of the Geneva Convention. Finally, the Refugee Convention is already highly contested and has historically faced considerable constraints, especially in times of rising case numbers.

one component of a multi-track approach, and we return to this possibility in section 4 of this article.

When people move voluntarily, for example in search of employment or to be near family members or to find better opportunities, they are considered to be migrants and thus to fall under international human rights law and migration law. However, the international system for governance of migration provides little definitional clarity and the rules on the admission of migrants are largely the responsibility of national authorities. Many of those who move because of the effects of climate change, particularly those who move in anticipation of such changes, will be considered to be migrants. Under current international law, such migrants are not entitled to special treatment. And yet it is likely that their movement is not a completely voluntary one – the line between displacement and migration is often a blurred one.

Facing this complexity and the sensitivity of the topic, it is unsurprising that no terminological consensus on the issue has yet emerged. We are left with the bulky and inelegant phrase ‘those displaced in the context of climate change’, which does not make a judgement about whether the effects of climate change are the single driving reason for movement or interact with other factors to lead individuals to decide to move. That said, this and other similarly ‘clinical terms’ certainly have their own normative implications; they may, as Gemenne argues, depoliticize the issue and fail to recognize how climate change is indeed imposed by a few states on some of the most at-risk groups.

2 ASSUMPTIONS

Before examining the reasons why soft law is particularly well suited to respond to the nuances and complexity of displacement in the context of climate change, we consider four assumptions on which our arguments are based.

The first assumption is that the effects of climate change are already leading people to leave their communities and will cause more movement in the future, either as voluntary (anticipatory) migration, as involuntary migration or displacement, or as the result of relocations undertaken to protect people from the effects of climate change. Such movement may be caused, amongst other things, by more frequent and intense climate-related

hazards, slow-onset disasters such as droughts, an increasing risk of conflict, and displacement induced by actions to mitigate the effects of climate change. The fifth assessment report by the IPCC, for instance, confirms with high confidence that displacement due to extreme events will be more likely to increase and become more permanent.\(^\text{17}\) For both internal and international movement, climate change is likely to function as a threat multiplier rather than being the only reason that people move, creating a particular challenge for normative frameworks based on the causes of movement.\(^\text{18}\)

The second assumption is that climate-change-related displacement will lead in many instances to increased risks of human rights violations, as has been acknowledged by the UN Human Rights Council.\(^\text{19}\) Displacement may also occur multiple times, depleting resources needed to mitigate increasing risks.

Thirdly, the development both of normative frameworks and systems of governance to respond to rising numbers of people displaced in the context of climate change will be particularly challenging. For internal displacement – likely to be the most important in the context of climate change\(^\text{20}\) – states have traditionally been unwilling to accept instruments perceived to be encroaching on states’ sovereign responsibility for their internal affairs.\(^\text{21}\) The governance of cross-border displacement of those who fall outside the realm of international refugee law is equally politicized and controversial.\(^\text{22}\) Questions of historical responsibility, liability and compensation make it unlikely that any binding legal requirement implying a responsibility to allow entry to those who are displaced because of the effects of climate change can be developed.

Fourthly, we assume that legal and normative frameworks, that is, ‘binding international law as well as non-legally binding best practices and principles’,\(^\text{23}\) can play an important role in protecting people displaced in the context of climate change, even though the existence of a normative framework is never enough. A normative framework – whether a binding international treaty or a soft law instrument – must be translated into policy and implemented in order to have an effect on the protection of human beings. Nonetheless, such frameworks can induce compliance, either through persuasion or coercion.\(^\text{24}\) In some cases, they are implemented or partially implemented in ways that improve the human rights of affected persons. In other cases, they can serve an aspirational purpose. They are also important tools for human rights and other civil society groups to hold governments accountable.

\(^{17}\) IPCC (n 3) 1.


\(^{19}\) Cf, amongst others, UNGA Resolutions A/HRC res. 7/23, A/HRC res. 10/4, and A/HRC/10/61.

\(^{20}\) Foresight (n 3).

\(^{21}\) Mayer, ‘Environmental Migration: Prospects for a Regional Governance in the Asia-Pacific Region’ (n 18).

\(^{22}\) Nansen Initiative (n 7).


The importance of protection regimes is beyond doubt, and a wide range of work has analysed those relevant for displacement in the context of climate change. Yet research has mostly scrutinized the potential of hard law, and insufficient focus has been placed upon the dynamic field of soft law, particularly some of the more recent important soft law developments. This gap persists despite the fact that some scholars do acknowledge the potential of soft law as a ‘springboard’ for better frameworks, and that others have argued in favour of a new, unifying soft law framework for the ‘protection of vulnerable irregular migrants’, including climate change-related ones. However, most of the work in this field only addresses the issue en passant. The small number of more ambitious analyses of soft law such as the one by McAdam were written several years ago and do not reflect the latest important developments in the field; updates by the same author have focused mostly on the Nansen Initiative as one example of soft law.

These gaps in the existing scholarly literature, recent institutional developments and the recognition that soft law can provide a certain protection potential for climate-related displacement, call for a more nuanced and up-to-date analysis. Accordingly, the next


27. McAdam, ‘Refusing “Refuge” in the Pacific: (De)constructing Climate-Induced Displacement in International Law’ (ibid) 25.

28. Betts (n 26).


31. McAdam, Climate Change, Forced Migration, and International Law (n 10).

section of this paper explores how soft law mechanisms can contribute to the protection of those displaced in the context of climate change more thoroughly. The following section turns to ways in which efforts to adapt hard law may complement these processes to develop normative guidance for the protection of those who move because of the effects of climate change.

3 PROTECTION POTENTIAL OF SOFT LAW

Soft law encompasses a range of non-treaty agreements, including UN declarations, decisions of the UN Human Rights Committee, conclusions of UNHCR’s Executive Committee, rulings of the International Court of Justice, and guidance developed by experts. Soft law has proliferated in recent decades, both as a result of the growth in the number of actors, and due to the increasing number of issues where agreements are needed to meet specific needs.

The concept of ‘soft law’, although commonly used, is a contradiction in terms. Soft law is not legally binding and is created via different processes than hard law, which according to the International Court of Justice encompasses treaty law, international customs and general, internationally recognized principles of law. That said, soft law can set the stage for the development of international customary law, as a reflection of a subjective obligation assumed by states, if their settled practice aligns with this opinio iuris.

The advantages of soft law are many. Non-binding agreements are generally easier to negotiate because they are less binding on states, and thus perceived to be less threatening to state sovereignty. As Hillgenberg explains, these agreements are negotiated because states do not want a full-fledged law, non-compliance with which would amount to a breach of international law. Soft law processes can yield relatively rapid results as they bypass lengthy and politically contentious domestic ratification. In addition, soft law documents can be drafted by non-state actors (eg legal experts) and can involve stakeholders not legally qualified to negotiate binding international law. Furthermore, soft law is more easily changed and hence more flexible in responding to dynamic situations. It also avoids overburdening the international system with hard law.

The principal disadvantage of soft law agreements is that they are not legally binding, and non-compliance does not produce any legal consequences. By contrast, the laws of state responsibility determine liability and remedies for a breach of international hard law obligations. Furthermore, while treaties generally have some sort of monitoring,

34. ICJ, ‘Statute of the International Court of Justice’ (18 April 1946), Art 38 I.
35. Ibid Art 38 I(b), defining ‘international customs, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law’.
37. Hillgenberg (n 33) 504.
38. Ibid 501.
reporting or compliance mechanism, these are less common in soft law. Nonetheless, some non-treaty agreements can be enforced in a soft manner by the establishment of control mechanisms that parties enter into, for example the follow-up conferences of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). That said, there are different levels of obligations – and ambition – in soft law and states often find it advantageous to comply with international soft law. For example, all 193 UN Member States have participated in the Universal Periodic Review of Human Rights, even though there are no legally enforceable penalties for failure to do so.

Soft law plays an increasingly important role in the international system. In a three-year study, Shelton found that soft law is used to supplement or to fill gaps in binding international law, rather than as a substitute for binding law. In the human rights sector, soft law was also used primarily as a precursor for the development of new hard law. In the area of environmental law, soft law has often been used subsequent to treaties in order to clarify principles in the treaty text. Shelton stresses the importance of leadership for the development and especially for the implementation of soft law and found that regional agreements are often more important than global ones.

International migration law is characterized by a few legally binding treaties and a much larger number of bilateral, regional and international manifestations of soft law, which together provide important guidance for managing particular aspects of international migration. There are also state-led processes creating new migration-related soft

40. Hillgenberg (n 33) 511.
42. D Shelton, Commitment and Compliance: The Role of Non-binding Norms in the International Legal System (Oxford University Press on Demand 2003).
43. Ibid.
44. While international legal instruments relevant to migrants and migration are drawn from several bodies of international law and are not consolidated in a single instrument, the IOM collectively refers to this body of law as ‘international migration law’ and works with governments around the world at their request to help them develop and implement national legislation consistent with these international standards, and trains government officials on their effective use. See RI Cholewinski, R Perruchoud and E MacDonald, International Migration Law: Developing Paradigms and Key Challenges (T.M.C. Asser Press, The Hague 2007); R Perruchoud and K Tömölová, Compendium of International Migration Law Instruments (T.M.C. Asser Press, The Hague 2007). In addition, the International Migrants Bill of Rights has been developed in recent years by Georgetown University and collaborating institutions to consolidate in a single document the core rights of all migrants, and can be a useful guide. See ‘International Migrants Bill of Rights’ 28 Georgetown Immigr LJ 23.
law. The Migrants in Countries in Crisis Initiative (MICIC),\textsuperscript{46} for instance, provides guidance for responding to migrants caught up in crises – either disasters or conflicts. The examples discussed below were chosen to present a variety of instruments developed at different points in time to provide guidance on specific groups of concern. They include both general principles and operational guidelines. Some were developed in the context of the United Nations or through a state-led process, while others were developed by legal experts. These examples provide a cross-section of some of the most well-known soft law initiatives relevant to the protection of the rights of those displaced because of the effects of climate change – acknowledging that there are, of course, many other examples of relevant soft law.\textsuperscript{47}

3.1 Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement

The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, developed in 1998 and affirmed by the World Summit of 2005, explicitly apply to those displaced by disasters as well as by conflict.\textsuperscript{48} The Principles were developed to identify gaps in existing international law and to provide appropriate guidance. A series of consultations of legal experts, meeting under the guidance of the Representative of the Secretary-General on Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs), compiled a list of 30 principles from existing hard law particularly applicable to IDPs. The development of the Guiding Principles was based not only on the expertise of well-regarded international lawyers, but included a broad-based consultative process with support from key governments and international agencies.\textsuperscript{49}

While not a legally binding document, the Guiding Principles are based on and draw out the relevant norms of international human rights and humanitarian law (and by analogy, refugee law) and apply them to situations of internal displacement. The Guiding Principles affirm that states bear the primary responsibility for the protection of people – both citizens and habitual residents – within their area of jurisdiction (Principle 3). They recognize that individuals have a right to protection from arbitrary displacement as well as to assistance and protection when they are displaced (Principles 3 and 6). Moreover, the Principles also enshrine the right to find durable solutions to displacement – return or settlement in the place of displacement or in another part of the country (Principle 28).


The Guiding Principles are often considered to be one of the most effective soft law mechanisms. Now available in 60 languages, they have been used by many governments as the basis for the development of national laws and policies on IDPs, and have been incorporated into policies and guidelines for humanitarian actors. Perhaps most important to the success of the Guiding Principles was the fact that they were all drawn from existing international law, deflecting criticism that they were not the product of an inter-governmental negotiating process.\textsuperscript{50} The Guiding Principles also proved to be useful to governments grappling with large-scale internal displacement in providing concrete guidance as to their responsibilities. The Representative of the Secretary-General, a highly regarded independent expert operating under the authority of both the Secretary-General and the UN’s human rights mechanism, provided oversight to the process, thus offering more legitimacy than an independent academic expert could have done. And yet the fact that the Representative was not a UN employee gave him a flexibility to work with a wide range of stakeholders and to oversee a broad dissemination process which was at least as important as the actual compilation of the Principles.

The Guiding Principles have been successful in providing a normative framework that has undoubtedly protected the rights of some IDPs in at least some situations. The fact that the Principles have been translated into national laws and policies by more than 20 governments is perhaps the most important expression of their utility. However, no country has fully implemented the Guiding Principles.\textsuperscript{51} Even when they are incorporated into national laws and policies, the almost exclusive focus has been on those displaced by conflict and there are as yet no national disaster laws that reference them. In recent years, there has also been concern that the issue of internal displacement is falling off the international agenda.\textsuperscript{52}

One of the more concrete indications of the success of the Guiding Principles as a soft law instrument has been the fact that they have directly led to the formulation of the world’s first binding regional instrument on internal displacement. The African Union Convention on Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa (the Kampala Convention) was adopted by the African Union in 2009 and entered into force in 2012.\textsuperscript{53} Importantly, it is the first binding international treaty to acknowledge climate change as a driver of displacement. Unlike the Guiding Principles, the Convention is a formal, legally binding convention that establishes the obligations of states to prevent displacement, to protect and assist those who have been displaced, and to support solutions to displacement. The Convention spells out the obligation of states to prevent displacement by instituting early warning systems and developing disaster risk reduction strategies. States parties are also required to protect and assist those displaced by disasters, including by climate change.

Finally, states parties are liable to make reparations to IDPs for damages when ‘a State Party refrains from protecting and assisting internally displaced persons in the event of natural disasters’ (Art 12.3).

In summary, the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement have provided useful guidance for states and international organizations in the development of policies and programmes to protect and assist IDPs, including those who have to move because of the effects of climate change. More generally, the Principles have also served to raise awareness of the particular needs of IDPs and have been a tool for civil society groups and for IDPs themselves to advocate for better policies. The Guiding Principles have provided a model for the development of soft law initiatives on other issues and have provided the normative grounding for the development of guidelines for operational agencies, including the Operational Guidelines on the Protection of Persons in Situations of Natural Disasters, which are discussed in the following section.

3.2 Operational Guidelines on the Protection of Persons in Situations of Natural Disasters

Following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the Representative of the Secretary-General on the Human Rights of Internally Displaced Persons (RSG) initiated a process to provide guidance to humanitarian organizations working in the aftermath of disasters. He called for the development of more general guidance on human rights in humanitarian settings, recognizing that while IDPs have specific needs related to their displacement, others affected by the disaster also often face protection concerns. In 2006, he presented draft guidelines to the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) on the Protection of Persons in Natural Disasters, which, after field-testing, were revised and adopted by the IASC in 2010.

The Guidelines offer advice on incorporating a human rights approach into both disaster risk reduction and recovery efforts. They emphasize that persons affected by natural disasters should enjoy the same rights and freedoms under human rights law as others in their country and not be discriminated against. The Guidelines also reassert the principle that states have the primary duty and responsibility to provide assistance to persons affected by natural disasters and to protect their human rights, grouped into several clusters of priorities.

Like the Guiding Principles, the Operational Guidelines have served to raise awareness of the importance of a human rights approach in disaster response. Training materials and programmes have been developed to encourage the incorporation of the Operational Guidelines into the policies of international and national humanitarian agencies as well as some governmental agencies. While they initially focused only on disaster response, the Guidelines have also been used to provide human rights guidance for disaster risk reduction and can perhaps be useful in the development of climate change adaptation policies. Building on the relative success of the Operational Guidelines to provide operational guidance for a specific group of people affected by

climate change – those affected by sudden-onset disasters – a more recent effort uses a similar approach for another category of those who must move because of the effects of climate change – those who need to be relocated.

3.3 Guidance on and Operational Guidelines for Planned Relocations

As noted above, in 2010 the Conference of Parties of the UNFCCC recognized that mobility may be an adaptation strategy for climate change and called for further work on displacement, migration and planned relocations. The Paris Agreement extended this recognition and called for concrete recommendations to be developed. While there has been considerable work on displacement and migration, much less is known about planned relocations. Although the need for them is likely to increase in the coming years, there has been little guidance or statement of principles to address planned relocations as a protection strategy in response to the adverse effects of climate change. Planned relocations – known as development-induced displacement and resettlement – have been extensively used in the case of development projects and to a lesser extent as a disaster risk reduction strategy, but their applicability in other cases of climate change has received relatively little attention. While there are scattered reports of communities being relocated in response to climate change, the lack of systematic data coupled with the difficulties in attributing causality exclusively to climate change have made it difficult to assess the extent to which such relocations have been – or will be – used as an adaptation strategy for climate change.

Recognizing this gap, from 2011 to 2015, the Brookings Institution, Georgetown University and UNHCR worked on planned relocations. The initiative organized meetings of interested stakeholders in Bellagio, San Remo and again in Bellagio in May 2015. This most recent meeting brought together experts from different fields and representatives of international organizations and governments to draft the Guidance on Protecting People through Planned Relocations from Disasters and Environmental Change, including Climate Change. The Guidance is intended to be used by governments and others when planned relocations are necessary to protect people because of disasters and environmental change, including the effects of climate change. A number of background studies and reports shed light on previous experiences with planned relocations and consolidate frameworks and standards from related fields that may be relevant to the issue.

The Guidance is presently being circulated for review by experts working in different fields. Plans are underway for its wide dissemination to governments, practitioners,

experts in different fields and affected communities. The hope is that by early 2017 consensus will emerge around the revised Guidance, which can then be incorporated into national laws and policies. At the same time, a companion set of Operational Guidelines will be drafted to synthesize best practices in translating the principles into practice. These Guidelines will address, inter alia, how to develop mechanisms for the participation of people who must be relocated, how to restore livelihoods, and how to secure needed financing to support planned relocations. Both the Guidance and the Operational Guidelines are intended to serve as a standard by which governments can be held accountable for their actions, to provide concrete support to governments and communities faced with the need to relocate people and to uphold the human rights of those who must be moved because of disasters and the effects of climate change.

This initiative represents an effort to develop soft law to address a gap in the normative framework applicable to those who are forced to move because of the effects of disasters and climate change. Like other soft law initiatives, it builds on existing hard and soft law initiatives – such as binding human rights treaties and the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. Experience suggests that it will be important to engage states and operational actors early in the dissemination process in order to garner wide acceptance. A different model of developing soft law – through a state-led process based on regional participatory consultations – was used in the Nansen Initiative discussed below.

3.4 The Nansen Initiative

Following the call of the 2010 UNFCCC Cancún Agreement to increase cooperation and coordination regarding climate-change-related mobility, UNHCR convened a Meeting of Experts in early 2011 to examine concrete options for responses to both internal and international climate-related displacement. The subsequent Nansen Conference in June 2011 developed the Nansen Principles to guide the ensuing process, calling for a sounder knowledge base, describing the responsibilities of a broad range of stakeholders, and highlighting the need for better preventive capacities and more resilience.

The principles also encouraged a more effective implementation of existing frameworks both for internal and international movement. Whereas the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement were considered an effective yardstick for internal movement, the experts identified an important protection gap associated with cross-border mobility in the context of disasters. The states present at the Conference, however, resisted addressing cross-border movement. Walter Kälin, later to serve as the Envoy of the Chairmanship of the Nansen Initiative, argued that this was due to ‘reasons of sovereignty, competing priorities or the lead role of UNHCR in the process’. To
bypass this lack of willingness, Norway and Switzerland launched a new effort at the UNHCR Ministerial Conference in late 2012.

The Nansen Initiative was a state-owned, yet bottom-up and participatory consultation process. It aimed both to build a better understanding of cross-border displacement resulting from disasters in the context of climate change and to develop a consensus around applicable protection mechanisms. To this end, various regional and sub-regional discussions in disaster hotspot areas brought together representatives of countries of origin and destination, civil society and international organizations over the course of the period 2013–2015. The results from these regional consultations, as well as from additional research, were synthesized at a global intergovernmental consultation in 2015.\textsuperscript{64}

The Initiative sought to strengthen protection by detailing conceptual frameworks and good practices that stakeholders could integrate into their existing normative structures to reflect their specific contexts. This quest culminated in the extensive Agenda for the Protection of Cross-Border Displaced Persons in the Context of Disasters and Climate Change,\textsuperscript{65} which establishes standards for both the treatment of affected people and for effective operational responses. Endorsed by 109 government delegations in October 2015, the Agenda addresses questions of admission and stay for cross-border disaster displacement. It also identifies good practices as well as challenges for assistance and protection and examines approaches to durable solutions. Moreover, it considers disaster-risk management in countries of origin and pathways to prevent or mitigate cross-border displacement. Additionally, the Agenda provides a comprehensive toolkit of good practices for all phases of cross-border disaster-displacement. Synthesizing the findings from the consultations, the Agenda also identifies priority areas for future action at national, sub-regional and international levels.

Undoubtedly, the Nansen Initiative has catalysed government attention and action around cross-border mobility in the context of climate change. With more than 100 countries endorsing the Agenda for Protection, and a broad range of actors taking part in the consultations, it has demonstrated how participatory approaches can build interest, buy-in and commitment by stakeholders even on divisive issues. The Nansen Initiative was also successful in building a knowledge base and providing concrete guidance for states to deal with the issue. Moving forward, however, its impact will depend on the effectiveness of the follow-up process. States will need assistance and guidance to adapt the findings into domestic or regional frameworks, and international financing will be required to support them. In this regard, it was encouraging to note the launch of the Platform on Disaster Displacement – as a direct follow-up to the Nansen Initiative – under the leadership of the governments of Germany and Bangladesh in May 2016, and the constitution of an Advisory Committee in October 2016.\textsuperscript{66}


\textsuperscript{65} Nansen Initiative (n 7).

4 ADDITIONAL PROTECTION POTENTIAL THROUGH HARD LAW

While we have argued that using soft law represents the most promising approach for those who move because of the effects of climate change, the following sections highlight elements of hard law on human rights, refugees and climate change that offer the potential to complement such efforts.

4.1 Human rights law

Generally speaking, international human rights law offers some unique advantages, including the large number of treaties and signatories, the extensive scope of the treaties, their far-reaching applicability, their applicability to deal with at-risk populations, and their potential to emphasize the human dimension of climate change. International human rights law also forms the bedrock of international migration governance. Despite an increasing acknowledgement of the relevance of human rights in the context of climate change, however, ‘[t]he track record of most countries in treating victims of displacement as rights-holders ... is very poor’. In fact, the growth in norms, monitoring bodies and ratifying states does not seem to have been accompanied by a significant decrease in human rights violations in most cases.

Much further work – particularly in areas of implementation, accountability and compliance – is needed for the human rights system in its present form to prevent and respond to the human rights violations of those displaced in the context of climate change. While international human rights law sets the frame of rights applicable to all kinds of mobility in the context of climate change, the challenge remains in translating the wide array of human rights responsibilities already assumed by states into practice.

4.2 International refugee law

As noted above, refugee law in its current form will only cover a very small group of people affected by climate change, those that suffer from ensuing conflict, persecution, persecution,
or a breakdown of public order. Even here, however, the Convention only protects those who move across borders, leaving the largest forms of climate mobility – internal movement, and potentially entrapment – uncovered. States are suspicious of extending legal obligations to other categories of displaced persons. Negotiating a new protocol or amendment to the Refugee Convention is thus unlikely, and were such negotiations to occur, they could prove counterproductive.

Some regional instruments such as the 1969 OAU Convention on the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa and the 1984 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees have moved beyond the narrow definition of the Geneva Convention. They acknowledge that international protection may be needed for events that seriously disturb public order and thus potentially provide protection for people displaced by circumstances accompanying disasters. More recently, the Brazil Plan of Action, adopted in December 2014 by 28 countries, explicitly mentions climate change as a challenge to the region and calls on UNHCR to support the development of national and regional policies to respond to those forced to move because of climate change and disasters. There may be potential benefits in applying these regional instruments and encouraging the development of similar instruments in other regions.

A similar argument can be made for complementary protection. Complementary protection, that is, regional and national norms for temporary or subsidiary protection, has arisen to fill some protection needs outside the Geneva Convention. An EU directive, for instance, allows the establishment of temporary protection for people facing generalized violations of human rights in their home countries, although it has never been applied. Subsidiary protection can be claimed in the EU when applicants face the risk of serious harm such as indiscriminate violence in their home countries. While neither of these measures explicitly references climate-related risks, more frequent and intense disasters may increase the likelihood of generalized

---

73. Regional instruments such as the 1969 OAU Convention and the 1984 Cartagena Declaration apply a wider definition of refugees that includes events which seriously disturb public order, thus potentially encompassing disasters. This was used by some states in the Horn of Africa during the 2011–12 droughts to admit people displaced from Somalia, and by others in Latin America to grant asylum to Haitians displaced by the 2010 earthquake. Other Latin American states even found that Haitian asylum seekers had a ‘well-founded fear of persecution by non-state actors that arose from the vacuum of governmental authority after the earthquake’ (Nansen Initiative (n 7) 54).


human rights violations and indiscriminate violence and thus make the regimes applicable.

Nonetheless, as McAdam argues, the concept of complementary protection would ‘need to be substantially developed’ before it could become more generally applicable to climate-change-related displacement.78 Even if granted, the norms do not offer permanent solutions but rather serve as ad hoc and provisional gap-fillers. Moreover, as the norms often reflect the lowest common denominator, they tend to establish weak protection standards.79 In sum, some authors hold that complementary protection may at least catalyse ‘initial international support for managing climate change-related displacement’ and create a ‘foothold ... to shore up a subsequent, more permanent status’,80 while others argue that such regimes offer ‘little additional value’.81 Although far from perfect, further developing subsidiary and temporary protection schemes could at least bridge some of the protection gaps witnessed in the context of climate-change-related displacement. The next section discusses how features of another hard law regime, namely climate change law, may contribute to protection.

4.3 The international climate change regime

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is the major legal framework for international climate action. Only concerted advocacy before the sixteenth Conference of the Parties (COP) brought human mobility more significantly into the UNFCCC negotiations.82 Thanks to these efforts, states adopted the Cancún Adaptation Framework in late 2010, which recognized human mobility as part of the adaptation challenges to climate change.83 An Advisory Group on Climate Change and Human Mobility providing technical assistance to the Parties and advocacy was established.84 Cancún thereby created important momentum and legitimacy for the issue and could potentially open access to international climate financing for mobility-related adaptation measures.85

After Cancún, migration, displacement and relocation figured more visibly in the negotiations.86 The Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage (WIM)
associated with climate change was established in COP 19 and seeks, *inter alia*, to improve the knowledge base on the relationship between climate change and migration, enhance cooperation amongst states, and provide technical support on approaches to address loss and damage. The Advisory Group on Climate Change and Human Mobility established in Cancún continues its support to the associated WIM Executive Committee, and there is growing recognition by states that human mobility constitutes an adaptation as well as a loss and damage issue.

The COP 21 in 2015 led to the Paris Agreement, in which virtually all states agreed for the first time on partially binding intended nationally determined contributions (INDCs) to limit climate change and its adverse impacts. About 20 per cent of the submitted INDCs mention human mobility, mostly those authored by countries expected to be most affected by climate change. These references revolve around security implications, migration as adaptation, and remittances as a contribution to climate action. In its preamble, the Paris Agreement notes the rights of migrants when taking climate action, and the COP Decision establishes a task force under the Warsaw Mechanism to ‘develop recommendations for integrated approaches to avert, minimise and address displacement related to the adverse impacts of climate change’.

While the Mechanism currently reviews expert submissions on the topic and could soon issue its first recommendations on relief and facilitation of mobility, it still lacks coherent funding and the associated questions of liability and compensation remain highly contentious. Furthermore, Paris did not address questions of legal status, protection and assistance for people moving in the context of climate change.

UNFCCC, ‘Report of the Conference of the Parties on its eighteenth session, held in Doha from 26 November to 8 December 2012: 3/CP.18. Approaches to address loss and damage associated with climate change impacts in developing countries that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change to enhance adaptive capacity’ (2012) <http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2012/cop18/eng/08a01.pdf> accessed 28 May 2016.
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Thus, while some have called the inclusion of migration in the preamble of the Paris Agreement an ‘unprecedented breakthrough’, it is far from a being a comprehensive approach. Facing the slow progress on the issue, some authors have argued that the UNFCC is not an adequate place to deal with displacement, holding that the Framework lacks the necessary institutions and capacities and already faces difficulties in achieving progress on less contentious core functions. Others make the opposite case, arguing in favour of the potential of the UNFCCC to ‘prevent and reduce climate change-related displacement’. This view may hold true for three reasons. First, the establishment of the WIM can offer new impetus to the issue and potentially lead to a discussion on vital funding questions. Second, the National Adaptation Plans (NAPs, following the former National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs)) established under the Cancún Framework offer an opportunity to integrate human mobility more thoroughly into climate action. So far, however, the strategies on mobility embedded in these plans still lack the level of sophistication required to address climate-change-related mobility adequately. Once the knowledge base on the relationship between adaptation and mobility improves, NAPs could become an important tool to advance protection. Third, the Paris negotiations considered for the first time a ‘Climate Change Displacement Facility’ under the UNFCCC to provide emergency relief as well as to assist in providing organized migration, planned relocation, and to undertake compensation measures. However, the relevant clauses in a draft version were met with resistance by a few states, particularly Australia, and were not included in the Paris Agreement. With major stakeholders such as the USA, UK and France open to the idea, however, the resistance by a few could wane in the foreseeable future. The Facility could thereby become an important avenue for a more potent approach to mobility questions. Certainly, embedding human mobility into the binding Paris Agreement by using non-normative framing brought attention to the issue in one of the most influential policy fora.

4.4 ILC Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters
While the UNFCCC and other treaty regimes have not yet fully addressed climate-change-related displacement, an effort is underway to better take up one particular aspect
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of the issue. The International Law Commission (ILC), a UN body called upon by states to further the development of international law, has sought to establish hard law to protect people displaced by disasters. After the failure of several efforts in the 1980s to develop a binding legal framework regulating humanitarian assistance for disasters outside armed conflicts, the 1990s brought new attention to the topic, leading to the elaboration of ‘Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters’. After adopting a first full draft in 2014 and considering comments by stakeholders at meetings in May 2016, the Drafting Committee is now finalizing its work.

The present 21 Draft Articles aim to frame an effective response to disasters, detailing both the rights and obligations of affected states and other international actors. The Draft Articles also spell out humanitarian and human rights standards for assistance. The Draft Articles define a ‘disaster’ as ‘a calamitous event or series of events resulting in widespread loss of life, great human suffering and distress, displacement, or large-scale material, economic or environmental damage, thereby seriously disrupting the functioning of society’ (Art 3, emphasis added). With this broad definition covering both human-made and environmental disasters, the Articles would be of relevance for displacement in the context of climate change.

That said, it is not entirely clear whether the Draft Articles would also apply to slow-onset disasters. Moreover, while displacement is explicitly referred to in the definition, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and others have argued that neither the full range of human mobility – including anticipatory migration as adaptation – nor the specific vulnerabilities of migrants are adequately reflected in the current draft. While the ‘needs of the most vulnerable’ are referenced in Art 7, the IOM advocates for further clarification of these issues in the commentary to the Articles, with particular attention to displacement indirectly caused by disasters as well as to host communities, an often omitted variable in the discussion.

In addition, the perennial discussion about the extent of state sovereignty and a potential duty to assist and to accept assistance after disasters will continue. According to the Draft Articles, the affected state remains the ultimate gatekeeper, although it shall not ‘withhold or withdraw arbitrarily’ consent to external assistance (Art 14 II). The considerable amount of time and resources devoted to these
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negotiations reflect the general caution of states concerning the assumption of new obligations for climate-change-related displacement that may infringe on their sovereignty.

In a similar vein, while the codification process is coming to a close, discussion on the final format of the Draft Articles has continued. Implementation as a binding framework convention, as proposed by the ILC and its Special Rapporteur, was supported by the UN General Assembly Sixth Committee, the International Federation of the Red Cross (IFRC), the World Food Programme and others, arguing that only a binding instrument could create new momentum. Several major states, however, deemed the existing legal framework to be sufficient and saw more practical value in non-binding guidelines or in a framework of principles and recommendations. It thus remains to be seen in which format the Draft Articles will be finalized, and how their effect will unfold.

5 CONCLUSIONS: MOVING AHEAD WITH SOFT LAW, COMPLEMENTED BY HARD LAW

We have argued that the potential of hard law to protect those displaced by the effects of climate change appears at best limited. First, while international human rights law sets the frame of rights applicable to all kinds of mobility in the context of climate change, it fails to offer specific guidance and effective remedies. Second, international refugee law in its current form will likely apply to a very small group of people displaced by the effects of climate change, and amendments are improbable. Third, international climate law has given the discussion on human mobility some momentum but certainly does not bridge imminent protection gaps. Fourth, the ILC Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters have no specific focus on the vulnerabilities and resiliencies of affected populations, nor do they cover either the full range of human mobility or climate change impacts. The probability of adopting them as a binding convention also seems low given the current political climate.

While opportunities to introduce climate-change-related mobility into future treaties need to be harnessed to the fullest extent possible, especially in the context of the UNFCCC, this will be a long-term and challenging process even in the best-case scenario. Building on existing hard law, two alternative ways forward are, first, to focus on improving norms of complementary protection and, second, to regionalize protection approaches. Complementary protection norms may prove more flexible than the Geneva Convention for the incorporation of changing protection needs in the context of climate change. The case of a Kiribati citizen who appealed as the ‘first climate refugee’ in New Zealand exemplifies this. While his claim was dismissed as not covered under the Refugee Convention, his family eventually received subsidiary protection on exceptional humanitarian grounds, mostly due to his children’s integration prospects; cf A Maas, ‘Tuvalu Climate Change Family Win NZ Residency Appeal’ The New Zealand Herald (3 August 2014) <http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11303331>.
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witnessed in the context of climate change mobility and catalyse further action. On the other hand, more regional solutions that provide tailored approaches to climate-change-related displacement could help to overcome negotiation logjams and coordination obstacles. Such processes could foster building blocks that catalyse a more comprehensive solution in the long run. A range of regional processes and consultative mechanisms could be built upon. The 2009 Kampala Convention on internal displacement, for instance, has shown that climate change can be an explicit focus of binding, regional protection instruments. As the first binding regional treaty to make such a connection, the Kampala Convention could serve as a model for other regional efforts. Further regional agreements apply to those who move across borders, such as the ECOWAS Protocol on Free Movement of Persons (1979) and its Common Regional Approach on Migration (2008). These instruments seem like a particularly promising way forward as they provide for free movement of people within the sub-region without needing to determine the causes of such movement, thus bypassing the sticky issue of disentangling the role of climate change. Furthermore, other regional refugee instruments such as the 1969 OAU Convention, the 1984 Cartagena Declaration, and the 2014 Brazil Declaration, each offer the possibility of opening the door to those displaced by disasters. In a few cases, they have already been used to this end. The potential may exist to harness them for the future protection of cross-border, climate-related displacement and to develop similar initiatives in other regions.

The analysis above has also shown that existing and emergent soft law offers potential to bridge some of the gaps identified in existing hard law regimes. First, the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement have been successfully translated into national laws and policies by more than twenty governments as well as into one binding regional agreement with explicit reference to climate change. The influence of the Guiding Principles on national disaster laws, a central aspect of climate-related displacement, needs to be increased. Second, the Operational Guidelines on the Protection of Persons in Situations of Natural Disasters have served to raise awareness of the importance of a human rights approach in disaster response. The Guidelines have also been used to provide human rights guidance for disaster risk reduction and can perhaps be useful in the development of climate change adaptation policies. Third, the Guidance on and Operational Guidelines for Planned Relocations provide support to and uphold the human rights of those who must be moved because of disasters and the effects of climate change. If processed effectively, these could be developed into a standard by which governments can be held accountable for their actions. Lastly, the Nansen Initiative has catalysed government attention and action around cross-border mobility in the context of climate change. The Initiative has built interest,
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buy-in and commitment by stakeholders even on this divisive issue and created a knowledge base that provides concrete guidance for states to deal with the issue.

Overall, soft law has proved more dynamic than most hard law regimes. Various soft law initiatives on the environment-migration nexus have been conducive to addressing the needs of affected populations falling through current protection cracks. Soft law has also provided new tools for human rights and other civil society groups to hold governments accountable. That said, a downside of all these ad-hoc initiatives is that they may also bring about fragmentation of protection systems, resources and attention. They have all developed their own processes, constituencies and terminology, which will be difficult to consolidate into a comprehensive international treaty if changes in the political context should at some point open a window of opportunity.

Furthermore, it is clear that norms – whether binding treaties or soft law instruments – must be translated into policy and practice in order to make a difference in the lives of people affected by climate change. For norms to become effective and to lead to compliance, they need to induce a combination of coercion and persuasion, as Hafner-Burton argues in the case of human rights law. Of course, the real impact of both hard and soft law remains a function of rigorous follow-up processes, including targeted advocacy, as well as technical, financial and implementation support to enable the recommended extent and quality of actions. For soft law in particular to become effective, the importance of both regional agreements and strategic implementation leadership has been emphasized before.

Another potential approach is to focus on the operational level, by formulating guidance that can be translated into national laws and policies without the development of new normative global frameworks. On this practical level, there have been valuable efforts to incorporate a rights-based approach to natural disaster response. For example, the Operational Guidelines on the Protection of Persons in Situations of Natural Disasters offer governments a very practical way of dealing with immediate needs. Similarly, the effort of the International Federation of the Red Cross to develop International Disaster Response Law is an important step to strengthen national capacity to respond to disasters.

A more operational approach may also work through climate change adaptation efforts. Since migration has been recognized as a form of adaptation, climate change adaptation processes could help to develop practical policies on regional, national and sub-national levels that address protection needs for people threatened by climate-change-related displacement. Such processes could, in the long run, also help to develop better laws. With the latest COP at least partially approaching the issue, there could be some potential for making progress under the UNFCCC, especially through NAPs, the Warsaw Mechanism processes, and a renewed discussion about a Climate Change Displacement Facility.

Finally, to address climate change mobility in a more comprehensive fashion – rather than the present piecemeal process – yet another approach would be to advocate for a new soft law process. The Global Forum on Migration and Development or a new Global Commission could consider the needs and compile existing good practices for mobility.
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associated with climate change. A new General Assembly resolution could advance the
development of normative frameworks applicable to those who move in the context of cli-
mate change.119 Yet another way forward would be to include climate change mobility in
current UN efforts to develop guidance on ‘vulnerable’ or ‘crisis migrants’.120

6 LOOKING FORWARD: WHERE TO NEXT?

It seems clear that the development of normative frameworks to protect those displaced
because of the effects of climate change will have to use both available soft and hard law
avenues to the best extent possible. Yet given the significant challenges of collective
action on the issue, protection gaps will probably persist. It is also evident that norms
by themselves will not be enough. National and international civil society efforts will
be vital to create a bottom-up demand for change, to hold governments accountable, to
provide innovative solutions and expertise on the issue, to further the translation of
norms, initiatives and values into binding national law, and to contribute to new shared
understanding and legitimacy for protection issues. Beyond all normative efforts, the
international community must also take practical action to radically take the edge off cli-
mate change, preventing the most adverse effects as long as it is still possible. The cost of
inaction will certainly be higher than stringent climate mitigation measures. As the Nan-
sen Initiative argues, ‘[p]eople forced to move is a powerful reminder that urgent action is
needed to reduce climate change’.121
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